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1. Introduction

Emphysematous (gas-forming) infections of the abdomen and pelvis

Emphysematous (gas-forming) infections of the abdomen and pelvis represent potentially life-threatening conditions that require aggressive medical and often surgical management. The initial clinical manifestation of these entities may be insidious, but rapid progression to sepsis will occur in the absence of early therapeutic intervention. Conventional radiography and ultrasonography are often the initial imaging modalities used to evaluate patients with abdominopelvic complaints. However, when a differential diagnosis remains, or if further localization or confirmation of tentative findings is needed, computed tomography (CT) should be considered the imaging modality of choice. CT is both highly sensitive and specific in the detection of abnormal gas and well suited to reliable depiction of the anatomic location and extent of the gas. Of equal importance may be the capability of CT to help reliably identify benign sources of gas, because treatment (if any) varies dramatically depending on the source. Knowledge of the pathophysiologic characteristics, common predisposing conditions, and typical imaging features associated with gas-forming infections of the gall-bladder, stomach, pancreas, and genitourinary system will help make early diagnosis and successful treatment possible. In addition, such knowledge will aid in further diagnostic work-up, surveillance of potential complications, and evaluation of therapeutic response. The presence of gas within the parenchyma of solid organs or the walls of hollow viscera may be due to a variety of pathologic or benign entities. Besides infection with gas-forming bacteria, other possible sources include bland tissue infarction with necrosis, enteric fistula formation, and reflux from an adjacent hollow viscus. Gas should be differentiated from atmospheric air introduced at recent instrumentation or surgery. Gas associated with infection is generally thought to consist of carbon dioxide and nitrogen secondary to the fermentation of glucose by some species of bacteria. Poor glycolysis at the tissue level in diabetic patients results in increased glucose concentrations within the interstitial fluid. Other clinical factors that contribute to the increased production or slowed removal of gas include a depressed cell-mediated immune response, local tissue necrosis, and the presence of arteriosclerosis. The increased pH of bile associated with gallbladder inflammation and the focal tissue ischemia seen in gynecologic neoplasms are examples of specific underlying processes that help optimize bacterial culture media. In addition to broad-spectrum antimicrobial therapy and possible surgery, correction of associated underlying conditions such as urinary outflow obstruction, acid-base and electrolyte imbalance, and diabetes.
imbalances, hypovolemia, and hyperglycemia is imperative. In the setting of gas-forming infections, clinical outcome will, in large part, depend on whether early diagnosis and treatment are achieved. The presence of comorbid conditions and equivocal physical examination findings may prevent rapid diagnosis or delay appropriate initial therapy. Consequently, appropriate radiologic imaging with prompt, accurate interpretation plays an important role in the diagnosis and management of these diseases.

2. Main heading, emphysematous pancreatitis

The most common causes of acute pancreatitis are the passage of gallstones and alcohol abuse. An overall mortality rate of 4% rapidly escalates to more than 50% when complications (eg, abscess formation, superinfection with gas-forming bacteria) occur. The infecting organisms are usually coliform bacteria and may reach the pancreatic bed by way of the bloodstream or lymphatic channels, a fistula from adjacent bowel, transmural passage from the transverse colon, or reflux of enteric organisms into the pancreatic duct or biliary tree via a patent ampulla of Vater. Gas may be detected in up to 22% of pancreatic abscesses; however, its presence alone is not specific for the diagnosis of infection. Other sources of intraductal or parenchymal pancreatic gas include reflux from the duodenum following sphincterotomy, endoscopic instrumentation, enteric fistula (commonly involving the transverse colon), and end-organ infarction. Patients with emphysematous pancreatitis are usually debilitated and often have underlying immunocompromised conditions such as poorly controlled diabetes or chronic renal failure, atherosclerosis, tuberculosis, HIV infected individuals.

2.1 Secondary heading

Retrospective review of literature, and our one experience of treatment 8 patients with emphysematous pancreatitis in our department from 2003 to 2011.

2.1.1 Tertiary heading, left justified

Early radiographic detection of retroperitoneal gas is critical in the evaluation of superimposed emphysematous infection of the pancreas. Conventional abdominal radiography may demonstrate mottled gas overlying the midabdomen (Fig 1).

This finding is not specific for pancreatitis because abscesses involving the lesser sac or perinephric space may also have this appearance. Diagnostic US is often of limited value in the evaluation of acute pancreatitis or its complications secondary to an adjacent air-filled small bowel loop from ileus. When identified, pancreatic gas will manifest as multiple irregular echogenic foci, often with posterior dirty acoustic shadowing. A significant volume of gas may limit the detection of adjacent fluid collections. CT is the modality of choice for detecting parenchymal gas as well as evaluating its extent and location (Fig 2, 3).

Fluid collections or portal venous air are readily identified, and, although intravenously administered contrast material is not necessary for the visualization of air, it is useful for evaluating potential complications including parenchymal necrosis and abscess formation. The prognosis for emphysematous pancreatitis is grave, and successful treatment requires
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Fig. 1. Emphysematous pancreatitis in a 66-year-old woman. Digital scout image from a CT scan demonstrates a mottled collection of gas bubbles in the midportion of the upper abdomen and extending into the left upper quadrant.

Fig. 2. Emphysematous pancreatitis in a 66-year-old woman. Contrast-enhanced CT scans obtained at the same level as a show gas surrounding the body and tail of the pancreas (white arrows) and extending more cephalic within the anterior pararenal space.
Fig. 3. Contrast-enhanced CT scans in a 66-year-old woman with emphysematous pancreatitis. There are extensive inflammatory changes involving the surrounding fat (white arrows).

aggressive management of the infection with systemic antimicrobial therapy and control of septic shock. Usually emphysematous pancreatitis occurs at the onset of the disease – first week of the illness, but some times it can manifest later on. There is at present a tendency to operate patients with infected necrosis as soon as the diagnosis is made, regardless of the clinical status. It is well known that pancreatic abscesses represent a distinct clinical entity and that they are treatable by nonoperative management, including percutaneous drainage. Similarly, selected patients with localized infected necrosis amenable to endoscopic, transgastric drainage can be managed with this interventional technique. There are some patients with retroperitoneal gas in the setting of severe acute pancreatitis who were treated with focused long-term (3–7 weeks) antibiotics; allegedly the infected necrosis resolved without any interventional drainage or necrosectomy. The emergence of a few cases treatable medically, though small in number, may be due in part to better intensive care and in part to improved antibiotic therapy. However, the lesson learnt from these cases is that some patients may improve without intervention. The above observations suggest the need to correlate clinical versus imaging and bacteriologic findings in acute pancreatitis with infected pancreatic necrosis. Not all patients with infected pancreatic necrosis may need intervention. 368 patients with severe acute necrotic pancreatitis were treated in our department from year 2003 to 2011, including 8 (2%) patients who had developed emphysematous pancreatitis. The data of these patients are presented in Table 1.

The patient’s age averaged was 73.9 ± 4.8 years. All of them had manifestation of atherosclerosis (ischemic stroke, myocardial infarction, ischemic heart disease) four had metabolic syndromes such as hyperglycemia, one gastric and another one prostate cancer.
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Table 1. Patients data treated in our department. IS - ischemic stroke; MI - myocardial infarction; ISH - ischemic heart disease; CaV - gastric cancer; CaP - prostate cancer; *Time of intrapancreatic gas CT detection, days from the onset of the disease; **Time of the operation, days from the onset of the disease; closed - closed lavage; open - open packing; G - gastrectomy; Pr - Providentia rettgeri; Bf - Bacteroides fragilis; Ef - Enterococcus faecalis;

The trigger of the development of emphysematous pancreatitis in all cases was passage of gallstones. All of these patients had calculous cholecystitis and choledocholithiasis. Most of them CT scan showed pancreatic necrosis, retroperitoneal and intrapancreatic gas trapping in the first week of the disease. Necrosis with intrapancreatic gas trapping occurred more frequently in pancreatic head (six cases), less in pancreatic tail (two cases). Six patients, for whom vasopressor-noradrenaline doses were increased to 0.4 µg/kg/min to provide sustainable hemodynamics due to bacteremic shock, had been successfully treated by extensive pancreatic necrosectomy, open packing with debridement immediately after CT diagnosis of emphysematous pancreatitis. One female patient was treated with antibiotics (ciprofloxacin and metronidazole), oxygen therapy, fluid and electrolyte correction and
nasojejunal feeding for 9 days, followed by necrosectomy and continued lavage due to failure of organs. One patient at the same time had emphysematous pancreatitis and cholecystitis. All operated on patients had infected pancreatic necrosis which was confirmed bacteriologically. Escherichia coli infection was present in six patients, additionally Bacteroides fragilis, Providentia retgeri and Enterococcus faecalis were cultured respectively. Emphysematous pancreatitis requires urgent surgical management at the onset of disease due to multisystem organ failure and patient instability. Ordinarily early surgical interventions mortality rates are reported as at least 50%, and morbidity can approach 100%. Ideally, surgery should be delayed at the earliest of 3rd or 4th week of illness until the necrosis has demarcated and organized. At that time, the necrosectomy is technically easier, and there is generally improved mortality and morbidity. However, we found that in cases of emphysematous pancreatitis, pancreatic necrosis is already demarcated and organized at the first week, which is enough to repeat one or two additional necrosectomies for the patient full recovery. The hospital stay was significantly shorter too. In comparison for the other our patients with open packing: an average of time of the operation from the onset of the disease was 29 days, overall hospital stay - 93 days and 4,2 additional necrosectomies for the patient full recovery. We also found that minimally invasive procedures in patients with emphysematous pancreatitis are not available, since fluid collections are absent. One patient (case 4) with overt inflammatory indices – C-reactive protein 177,7 mg/l, white blood cells 16x10⁹, febrile temperature 38,7 °C – on first presenting presenting, underwent conservative treatment regimen after radiological detection of emphysematous pancreatitis (fig.4.).

Fig. 4. CT scan showing less than 30% pancreas tail necrosis with intrapancreatic and retroperitoneal gas.
This patient did not undergo a puncture for the bacteriological proof of infection based on the supposition of the possibility to confirm the radiological suspicion of infected pancreatic necrosis during the operation. Since no surgical interventions were performed on the non-operated patient previously, there was no enteric fistula, and pancreatic necrosis was localized in the middle of parenchyma, we therefore considered clinical and CT data to be sufficient in this case for the proof of infection of pancreatic necrosis. Following successful conservative treatment, however, the patient avoided the operation, and, therefore, the causative agent of the infected pancreatic necrosis was not verified. CT follow-up for this female patient was performed in 8 weeks and in 3 months respectively showing complete intrapancreatic and retroperitoneal gas disappearing (fig. 5).

Fig. 5. CT scan showing resolution of intrapancreatic and retroperitoneal gas after 8 weeks

We suggest that the main factor determining such different outcomes of emphysematous pancreatitis in patients of similar age and with similar comorbidities and extent of the necrosis is the varying localization of necrosis in the pancreas. Necrosis in the pancreas head showing higher vascularization than the pancreatic tail is associated with a lower frequency of massive intoxication and organ failure necessitating surgical intervention. Other authors reported some cases of successful antibiotic treatment of infected pancreatic necrosis located in the pancreatic tail as well. In these cases, however, infected pancreatic necrosis was identified later on, not at the onset of the disease, and the number of the cases is too small to draw valid conclusions.
3. Conclusions

Emphysematous pancreatitis is a potentially life-threatening condition. The initial clinical manifestation may be insidious, but rapid progression to sepsis will occur in the absence of early therapeutic intervention. Conventional radiography and ultrasonography are often the initial imaging modalities used to evaluate patients with abdominopelvic complaints. These modalities should be considered complementary, each with strengths and limitations. When a differential diagnosis remains, CT should be considered the imaging modality of choice. CT is both highly sensitive and specific in the detection of abnormal gas and well suited to reliable depiction of the anatomic location and extent of the gas. Therefore, with regard to emphysematous pancreatitis, appropriate radiologic evaluation combined with accurate interpretation of findings will help to ensure rapid diagnosis and optimal treatment planning. In addition, knowledge of the pathophysiologic characteristics and common predisposing conditions associated with gas-forming infections of the gallbladder, stomach, pancreas, and genitourinary system will aid in further diagnostic work-up, surveillance of potential complications, and evaluation of therapeutic response. The prognosis for emphysematous pancreatitis is grave, and successful treatment requires aggressive management of the infection with systemic antimicrobial therapy and control of septic shock. Early surgical debridement is usually performed, and recovery is typically prolonged.

4. Acknowledgment

Emphysematous pancreatitis is a rare and life-threatening necrotizing infection of the pancreas – 2% of all acute necrotic pancreatitis. CT is the modality of choice for detecting parenchymal gas as well as evaluating its extent and location. Ordinarily emphysematous pancreatitis requires urgent surgical management, which in most cases is successful, at the onset of disease due to multisystem organ failure and patient instability. In cases of emphysematous pancreatitis, pancreatic necrosis is already demarcated and organized at the first week, which is enough to repeat one or two additional necrosectomies for the patient full recovery. If the patient’s condition is stable, aggressive broad-spectrum antibiotic coverage, nutritional support, and routine correlation of clinical progression with radiological evaluation must be taken. As demonstrated by our experience, if the patient’s condition is stable, antibiotic treatment could be undertaken without any surgical intervention despite the evidence of pancreatic infection. General physical condition of the patient is an important factor for choosing a treatment rather than bacteriological or radiological findings of the infection. Aggressive broad-spectrum antibiotic coverage, nutritional support, and routine correlation of clinical progression with radiological evaluation were assets.
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Pancreatitis may be acute or chronic. Although they can be caused by similar aetiologies, they tend to follow distinct natural histories. Around 80% of acute pancreatitis (AP) diagnoses occur as secondary to gallstone disease and alcohol misuse. This disease is commonly associated with the sudden onset of upper abdominal pain that is usually severe enough to warrant the patient seeking urgent medical attention. Overall, 10 to 25% of AP episodes are classified as severe, leading to an associated mortality rate of 7 to 30%. Treatment is conservative and consists of general medical support performed by experienced teams, sometimes in ICUs. Although most cases of acute pancreatitis are uncomplicated and resolve spontaneously, the presence of complications has significant prognostic importance. Necrosis, hemorrhage, and infection convey rates of up to 25%, 50%, and 80% mortality, respectively. Other complications such as pseudocyst formation, pseudoaneurysm formation, or venous thrombosis increase morbidity and mortality to a lesser degree. The presence of pancreatic infection must be avoided.
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